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ORIGEN'S CORRECTIOI\S AND THE TEXT OF

P. BODMER XXIV1

The year 1967 saw the publication of one of the most important books in
the history of research on the Greek Psalter. I refer here to the edition, by
Rodolphe Kasser and Michel Testuz, of Papyrus Bodmer XXIV, later
assigned the Rahlfs number of 2lLO (Rahlfs 1966). For the Psalter it
represents what the Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri represent for many of
the other books of the Septuagint and the New Testament: a window of
considerable size on the early state of the biblical text in Greek.

Papyrus Bodmer XXIV (or Rahlfs 2110) comprises approximately
three quarters of the Psalter, Ps 17:45-118:44 with lacunae of varying
sizes, in a text form previously known only in extenso from the Sahidic
version flanked by 2013, a fourth century papyrus containing circa Ps

30:5-55:14 and U, a seventh century papyrus extant for circa Ps 10:2-

34;6, and several other smaller pieces whose number keeps increasing.

Since the chief witness of what Rahlfs, as far back as his Septuaginta-

Studien of 1907, had already labeled the "Ober?igyptische Textgruppe"

was a daughter version of the Greek, hence an indirect wifiress rather than

a direct one, it is not difficult to appreciate the importance of the new
Bodmer papyrus. This importance is underscored even further when one

takes into account that Rahlfs, long before the advent of 2110, had
designated the text of Upper Egypt, along with those of Lower Egypt and
the Latin West as the three non-recensional texts whose combined witness,
in his judgement, constituted the Old Greek text in the first instance. Such
was Rahlfs' first guideline for establishing the original text of the Psalter.

The date assigned to the Bodmer papyrus by Kasser, its editor, was late

third - early fourth century AD. That.date was subsequently challenged,
however, by Dominique Barth6lemy, who armed himself with a
palaeographical reassessment by no less an authority than C H Roberts
(1969). Fully cognizant of the great importance of the new text for Psalter
research, Barth6lemy suggests that its date, rather than being thirdfourth
century, is in fact second half of second century. The impetus for
Barth6lemy's re-dating is evidently to place the papyrus chronologically
anterior to Origen's Hexapla. The great antiquity of the Upper Egyptian

text (nearly a century before Origen!) would thus be demonstrated and its
pre-recensional status assured. Instead, if one accepts Barth6lemy's date,
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the influence could well have been in the opposite direction, namely, from
the Bodmer papyrus to the Hexapla. Indeed, Barth6lemy (1912:.11-19) in a
secgnd brief article draws attention to two cases in which Origen shows
specific knowledge of the text of 2110. One of these comes from an
anonymous and unedited scholion in the so-called Palestinian Catena,
which shows acquaintance with the division of Ps 113 into two separate
Psalms, namely, vss l-11 and 12-26, precisely the same division we find in
2110 and Sahidic, in other words, in both Upper Egyptian witnesses extant
for Ps ll3.z Barthdlemy argues convincingly that the scholion stems from
Origen; hence Origen was familiar with the text of 2110. The second
example, this time from Origen's known writings, is in Ps18:l0b-11.
Rahlfs' text reads here:3

td rpfpata xupfor ril,qOtvci, 8e8trcrrtop6vo lnr rd
out6, ircrOuprlrd rinbp lproiov rcri l,t0ov riprov nol,tv
xcri y}"urricpo onbp gril,r roi rrlpiov.

According to Barthdlemy, Origena cites the first two lines as above with
the exception of giving tou Oeoo for rupioo, but then comments that
some manuscripts read xa entOuptlpoto in place of Rahlfs'
lm0uprlrri. In the latter case, Origen decides in favour of Rahlfs'
lemma. Significantly, however, the variant with which Origen shows
acquaintance but rejects is the exact reading of 2110,s though with partial
support in Bohairic, Sahidic and 2035, all three of which, however, add
cluroo (Barth6lemy then proceeds to argue that2ll0 has in fact retained
the Old Greek text.)

I continue to believe that the important question is not whether 2ll0
was written before Origen but, rather, what textual relationship can be
demonstrated to exist between them. Can it. be demonstrated textually
whether or not Origen was dependent on the text of 2ll0? To study this
problem in all its facets is beyond the scope of this paper. If we agree that
textual affiliation can only be established on the basis of secondary
readings, a complete account is also premature, since it presupposes an
exhaustive assessment of 2l l0 as to its Old Greek content. In other words,
what is primary and what is secondary in 2110 muSt first be determined in
as much detail as possible. I have only begun to do this in two recent
articles.6 But let us take a single example of a secondary reading here. In
perhaps the most interesting secondary agreement between the Gallican
Psalter and 2110, which reading happens to be a hebraizing correction as

For additional evidence for this numbering in Sahidic see (1988:205-09).
Since the precise form of the Old Greek text is not at issue in our investigation, the
Gcittingen distinction in accentuation between lemma and variant uniformly reflects
Rahlfs'edition.
Gospel of John $20 vol. XX.
Barth6lemy is quite correct in noting, conffa Kasser, that rCI needs to be restored.
Pietersma (1990:262-86) and 1993 (in press).
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well, 2l l0 seems more likely to be dependent on the Hexapla than vice
versa. In Ps 107 (108):10 (cf .59[60]:10),  the Old Greek had rendered
tlllt-rnn by uaercipoov. Origen was seemingly dissatisfied (deriving the
verb from irtl'r rather than J,ti and replaced the word; nevle
nnecdTqocrvl eQtl,rgoov GaHi 75 (like 21lb not in Rahlfs) 2ll0'et'ebr
v teste Sy-9. That, according to the margin of the Syriac, Origen may
have taken his reading from a translation known as 6 bppofiog ii
plausible and removes the need to posit an acquaintance with Z|IOJ
Moreover, it seems questionable on other grounds as well that he was
dependent on this text. We note the following points.

l.In l0:2 MT reads'l ')US.Rahlfs in agreement with Gahas irtev6,
2ll0 empptyol. The latter is a clear correction to MT, based no doubt on
trrcvri, rather than ernpal,ol of L' ' A' since the latter would make a
correction unnecessary. Had origen been familiar with either ernpol,al r
sTnpptvo, would he have passed up the opportunity to bring his text into
alignment with the Hebrew? This possibility can not be excluded, but it is
more likely that Origen was unaware of the variants.

2. In ll:l MT reads t!:n.rrp, Rahlfs in agreement with Ga has eig
n6l.tv zreptolfrq, 2l lO(-Sa). .. eco6 noLe<og o26opa6. Though it is nof
impossible that origen would here have corrected the reading of 2110 to
the common reading, it is more probable that he saw (understandably) no
need to introduce any correction in the Greek text he knew. When we
combine the various factors, complete certainty obviously eludes us in
Ps.l07:10, but hexaplaric dependence on 2110 in any case fails to
convince. More likely is that 2l l0 derived eQtltaoov, significantly not
supported by its congener the Sahidic, from a hexaplaric source. But even
if one were to insist that origen was purely interested in quantitative
alignment between Hebrew and Greek and were to reject the notion that he
drew on 6 EBpoiog one would still be forbed to tonclude that he did
not have the text of 2llo before him. The most one could then say would
be that his text read e$rl,roosv but not the other readings attested in
2110. If all Old Greek readings, shared uniquely by the Hexapla and
2llo, are also to be given a place in a study of Origenian dependence, we
gome up against the same prerequisite, namely, an exhaustive analysis of
21 10. In this area, however, the results of our previous study can give us a
good indication as to what to expect. From my article "Ra 2110 (p.
Bodmer XXIV) and the Text of the Greek Psalter" we can isolate 36 Old

Qreek readings (venus Rahlfs) which are capable of being reflected in the
Gallican Psalter and are not marked by hexaplaric signs (for the latter see
below). In 17 of these 36, 2l l0 and Ga disagree, while in 19 they agree.
But not in a single instance of the latter is the reading in question attested
uniquely_by 2_ll0 and Ga, though in five cases the support is narrowly
based: 77:60 Xql"ol2ll0 S, Silo Ga:98:7 ro npooccrypcr 2ll0 S Ga;-

Cf. Ps. l7:14, 3I:4, 4I:12, fi3:25 where Origen is said to have borrowed from the
same source.
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104:28 oD 2110 S GaAugvar Tht j Sy; 104:33 om nov 21 l0 S GaHi;
105:9 crpuoootg 2110-Sa GaAug Sy. Yet, in the context of the
disagreements and the other, rather broadly based, agreements, this
number is scarcely impressive. That Origen in assembling the fifth column
of his Hexapla drew significantly on the text of 2110 seems improbable in
the light of the above evidence. All the evidence proves is that 2110 is an
excellent witness to the Old Greek text.

Nevertheless, a circumscribed investigation on the question of Origen's
dependence seems worthwhile at this point, since we have at our disposal,
I believe, a body of material that, with relative lack of ambiguity, can
point us in the right direction, namely, readings preserved in the Gallican
Psalter accompanied by Origen's hexaplaric signs.8

We return to Barth6lemy's findings. Clearly, the fact that Origen was
familiar with a reading now extant only in 2110 is of considerable
interest. Equally interesting is that he knew of the Upper Egyptian
division of Ps 113. Both are concrete illustrations of the fact that Origen
in his textual work had recourse to a variety of exemplars of the
Septuagint. Whether these instances translate into a more broadly based
dependence of Origen on the text of 2110 is, however, open to question.
Caloz's study on the Origenian Psalter simply takes Barth6lemy's date of
the papyrus for granted and then suggests without due investigation that
Origen was endebted to it.9

We begin our investigation by recalling that in the passage from Ps 18
which we cited above, Origen's lemma reads tou 0eou instead of Rahlfs'
rtpiou, apart from the reading Barth6lemy labeled as Old Greek. By
restoring r[in2l10 as tou Oeou, in agreement with Latinu, Barth6lemy
forges an added textual link (this time involving a secondary reading
rather than a primary one) with Origen which can not stand up to
scrutiny. Not only do the textual congeners of 2110, Sahidic and 2035,
read ropiou, but not infrequently 2ll0 articulates rupiou (cf.35:1,
45:9, 47:9,96:5[2x],104:19, 105:25)to and more than likely did so in our
passage as well. There is, therefore, good reason to doubt that 2l l0 in
Ps18:10b-ll agreed as fully with Origen's text as Barth6lemy would have
us believe.

In order to test to what extent Origen in his corrective endeavours may
be assumed to have drawn on the text of 2110, we will study those items in
his text which, according to our present evidence, were marked with his
characteristic signs, namely, the asterisk and the obelus.ll We will group
our evidence into three categories l. neutral evidence, 2. positive evidence

We do not suggest here that Gacan simply be equated with Origen's fifth column, but
enough instances are involved to guarantee meaningful results.
See Caloz (7978) and my review (Pietersma 1979:589-90).
All of these ile, however, secondary.
The evidence for the hexaplaric signs is based on Biblia Sacra l0 (Liber Psalmorum),
Rome, 1953, though the form of the reading in question derives from Rahlfs (1931).
For early texts not cited in Rahlfs see Pierersma (1978:6-15).

9
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and 3. negative evidence. "Neutral" are those instances in which all (or

virtually all) our present evidence, including 2110, stands united against
Origen's reconstituted text. Consequently, we can not determine whether
Origen was specifically acquainted with the text of 2110. All we are
warranted to conclude from such evidence is that Origen was unacquainted
with any text that had the reading required by the hebraica veritas. Hence
he introduced his sign to mark what he had added or subtracted. "Positive"

are cases in which the manuscript evidence is significantly divided and
Origen's sign presupposes a text which equals that of 2110. How likely it
is that Origen knew specifically the text of 2ll0 depends, of course, on
how broadly based the variant in question is. "Positive" is simply meant to
indicate the possibility of Origenian dependence. Again, the presence of
Origen's sign means in principle that Origen did not know of traditions
that differed from the one he had before him. "Negative" is reserved for
those instances in which Origen can not have been familiar with the text of
2110. The argument here runs that, if he had been acquainted with it, he
would have seized upon it, no doubt happily, as constituting the true Greek
text since it equaled the true Hebrew text. The fact that he felt compelled
to introduce either an asterisk or an obelus means that he knew of no such
Greek text.

For the 7l obelized and 39 asterisked items attested by the Gallican
Psalter, 2l l0 provides evidence in 45 and 27 cases respectively. We begin
with the former.

l .  With obelus:

a. Neutral evidence:

20:9 nuvro.;! Ga(.)21l,10+l om MT

20:12 orfioct Ga(*)ZLl0+l om MT

2l:2 npoopeq pot Ga(.) 2II0+l om MT

2I:25 pou Ga(-) 2LI0+l om MT

2l:29 aittdq Ga(*; 2ll0+l om Cyp = MT

2l:32 6 n5ptog Ga(*) 2110(om oJ)+l om LaG = MT

22:2 tKsi Ga(.) 2ll0+l om MT

23:l navreq Ga(*) 2l l0+l om MT

24:4 Kcx,i Ga(*; 2ll0+l om MT

25:12 ae Ga(*; 2ll0+l om MT

27:3 pq ouvcr,noleorlg ps Ga(.) 2ll0+l om MT

30:24 6n Ga(*; 2II0+l om S - MT

36:29 o;idvog Ga(*) 2110+l om MT

37:19 rcri Ga(.) 2ll0+l om MT

38:10 rcri Ga(.; 2Il0+l om MT
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43:21e\2" GaG) 2110+l om MT

43:24 ra\ GaG) 2llGrl om = MT

4g:12 rail" Ga(.) 2110+l om = MT

50:3 peya GaG) 2l lGrl om MT

50:3 rm; Ga(.) 2110+l om MT

52:5 nuvrcqGaG) 21lGrl om MT

55:13 ci6Ga(*) 2l l0+l om MT

59:9 borw2o Gu1*; 2ll}+lom MT

72:13 roi dncr Ga(.) 2116vid'"1 om MT

73:6 cnidlv Ga(.) 2110+l om MT

83:4 Eootrfl GaG) 2l lGr] om MT

83:12 dyonO GaG) 2110+l om MT

84:9 6v 6poi Ca1.; 2ll0+l om Sy 55 = MT

85:1 rcril" GaG) 2110+l om MT

9o:13 rai2'GaG) 2llovid+l om MT

104:43 rcri2o Ga(*)2110+l om MT

Since in these cases the text of 2110 agrees with all or virtually all other
witnesses, there is no evidence to show that Origen drew on 2110 more
than on any other text. Hence all of them are evidentially neutral.

b. Positive evidence:

18:6 cnko0 ult GaHie) 2l l0-U ' B 'A 'l om Su et Cyp = MT

30:20 nipre Ga(*) 2Il0 +l om 5 5uBvid LaG 1098 = MT

38:12 tupuoo!rcrt Ga(*) 2110-2013' B P ' ThtHelhvid l2l9l
omSlSuA=MT

Quite clearly, in all three instances the reading with which Origen was
acquainted has broadly based support and, consequently, a special
connection with the text of 2ll0 can be neither proven nor disproven; it is
merely possible.

c. Negative evidence:

24:3 6t ult 2110+ = MTI pr Trc1vreg GaHi(-)Aug Bc R A

3l:4 Lpnuyfrvot 2110+ = MTI + pot Ga(*) Bod R L'' N

47:12 rtspw GaG)+l om2110 S = MT

48:21 r6"q ovo{totg Ga(.)+l om 2l l0 = MT

52:3 fiGaft)+l om2l16vid-5avid = MTt rcr 2013

67:34 ya?,me tQ 0e0 Ga(.)+l om 2110 S RS L' ' 55 = MT

69:4 pot Ga(.)+l om2ll0 = MT

84:l I orvrivrnoov 2l l0+ = MTI + sibi Ga(*)
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lO6:29 rctoryiDt 2ll0+l + crrrlg GaHi(-) S Symg Su; nrlo
MT

I l0:10 ro0 oirivog Ga(.)+l om2ll0 = MT

ll7:28 dt ori2" Ga(.)+l om2ll0 LaR = MT

That in several of the alove instances 2110, in opposition to Rahlfs, may
well represent the old Greek text does not ait-er the significance oi
origen's minus sign. Had origen been acquainted with the text of 2[0, it
would have obviated the need for introducing his obelus; consequently,
according to this evidence, Origen did not know the text of 2110.
2. With asterisk

a. Neutral evidence:

23:2 init 2l l0+l pr quia Ga(N; = 141

3l:4 ra),ntnropiov 2l l0+l + poD GaHi(N)Aug Sy = MT
4l:8 dBoooov 2l l0+l pr ad Ga(N) = MT

4t:12 6q 2116vid11 + ett GaHi(x)Augvid Sy = MT

44:13 0uyo#,peg 2ll0+l pr et Ga(N) Sy LaG= MT

48:10 (rloerat 2ll0+l + en Ga(x) Sy = MT

48:18 ourQ 2ll0+) + pone Ga(N; = MT; cf. L pat

55:13 euloi 2ll0+) + tua Ga(*)Aug - MT

88:3 fin 2ll0+) + in eis Ga(N) = 141

94:9 i8oripaoavl + pe Ga(N) L'' A" = MT; ev 8oxrpaorcr
2ll0 = Heb 3:9

103:25 eripd26orpog 2l l0+l + I!polv GaHi(x) = MT

105:7 6v rfr Epuepq 0crl.cioo11 2l l0(om ul+) in mare mare
rubrum Ga(*mare l")Aug = MT

I l7:10 r]povcilrr'1v 2l l0+l pr on GaHi(N; = 141

ll7:ll r]puvcipr'1v 21 1gvid.'] pr ort GaHi(N) = MT

In 4l :12 |  have counted 2l l0 with the major i ty of witnesses, since
Kasser's reconstruction of ott etr is too long. (Kasser's text would put
this verse with the negative evidence.) obviously, in all of the above
c-ases, with the exception of 94:9, origen's asterisk presupposes a text like
that of 2110, but once again no specific relationship with ttrat text is in
evidence. If in Ps. 94:9 2ll0 has been influenced by Heb 3:9, we will need
to posit, on Barth6lemy's assumption of date, that the latter or its textual
Vorlage was known in Egypt prior to Origen, in fact, by the second half
of the second century. In this connection; it is certainly of interest that
additamenta christiana in Ps 37:14 and Ps.50:9 are attested by 2ll0 (as is
the addition in 49:6 which, however, is not distinctly christian [see Rahlfs,
Prolegomena. $a.al). Is it plausible, one may well wonder, that christians
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left their imprint on a text in Upper Egypt as early as the second half of
second century AD?

b. Positive evidence:

31:5 6yv<6prca 2ll0+l + oor Ga(N) Thtp'1219 - MT; pr tibi
LaG

41:3 Oedv 2110-2013'-2050 B" R " SyHe* Origl + rov
tol0pov Ga(N) L'A' ' = MT

4l:I2 6 0e6q2l1gvid-52 B" Augpl pr Kcn GaHi(x) 2013 R"
L" A."  =MT

42:5 6n 2II0+l + ert GaHi(x) Sy = Mt

67:13 rott &Tan\roit2'GalN; B' Sy 55 = MTI om2tl0-Sa S

RS' '  L '  I2I9

69:2 fin 2110-Sa B LaGAugl + Kopr! erg xo Borl0rloat pot
oneuoov Ga(N) S' R' Z 

,' 
1219 cf. MT

73:t52 Ga(x)+ = MTI om2llgvid g' pG

91:101 Ga(x) S R'Z' ' l2l9' = MTI om 2l l0-Sa B' LaG-Aug A

92:3 fin 2110-Sa B" R"l + crpouorv or ?rorc4ror emrprvag
01)tovGa(N)f"  A"=MT

The best evidence for an Origenian dependence on the text of 2l l0 lies in
Ps.4l :12,69:2,73:15,91:10 and 92:3. | t  is important to note, however,
that even in these verses the support for 2110 extends (well) beyond the
Upper Egyptian group, with the result that any conclusion regarding
Origen's dependence on the text of 2110 is problematic.

c. Negative evidence:

247 ci Ga(N) 211gvid-11 7" rzrs' = MTl om B" R " A

42:5 6 0e6q B" Sa Augl pr Kor Ga(N) 2110 et rell = MT

89:172 B' R" 55 Sa (2110 hab post 143)l + Ko,r ro epyov rtllv

X!tpov nlr(Dv Korsuoovov Ga(x)Augvar S Z' A' = MT

96:5 rird npoocirnou rupioul" 2110(tou r.) Ga(x)+ = MTI
om lPau

Origen's asterisk demonstrates that Origen was not acquainted with the
text of 21 10 in the above four instances. Instead, the evidence presupposes
a text which lacked what he added, and in all four cases such texts are
indeed extant. Especially interesting is 89:17. To be sure, the stich added
pV.Origen is absent from 2110, but so is 172 as well as toO 0eo0 rlpdv
80. npAg of 171. Instead, 2ll0 has 172 after 143 but reading rs,rcr.for
rai, which also has the support of the Sahidic. Consequently, unless we
are- prepar!d to posit that Origen doctored the text of 2110 extensively
before adding his stich at the end of 17, we are forced to conclude that he
did not make use of it.
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In summary, of the 72 instances we have examined, 45 are evidentially
neutral. Since in all of these 2ll0 is simply one witness among all (or
virtually all) extant witnesses, there is in reality no reason to suppose that
Origen was dependent on it more than on any other. 12 of the 72 we
classified as positive, though it has become quite clear that they provide no
more than a possibility that Origen knew the text of 2110, albeit a
stronger possibility than under category one. [n not a single instance does
the Gallican Psalter agree uniquely with 2110. Consequently, like our
neutral evidence, this material gives us no good reason to believe that
Origen was dependent on the text of 2110. Totally unambiguous, however,
are the 15 negative instances, since these demonstrate that Origen was
unfamiliar with this text. When we put together our so-called neutral,
positive and negative evidence the conclusion to be drawn is inescapable:
Origen was not dependent on the text of 2l l0 in any significant way.

The negative conclusion we have reached, however, does not in the least
endanger the antiquity of the Upper Egyptian text nor the value of 2110 as
a witness to the Old Greek text. As I have shown elsewhere,l2 there can be
no doubt that it is a first-rate witness which contains many original
readings not preserved in our other evidence now extant. Similarly,
though our negative conclusion does not eliminate the possibility that
Papyrus Bodmer XXIV was written before Origen, the textual evidence
we have cited furnishes no support for such a date. Moreover, it is
doubtful, in my judgement, that any palaeographical analysis, no matter
how well informed, is able to pinpoint whether this text pre- or post-dates
Origen.
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